CASE STUDY:

MERCER UNIVERSITY
ON MERCURY

MOVING TO
MERCURY
Started using RMS in 2004
When Systems Administrator Sandy
Morgan began her housing position in
2006, she took a deep dive into the
system and realized that with some
adjustments, she could use RMS to its
fullest and completely streamline the
department’s operations.

“I am all about
technology and
paperless systems.
I wanted us to be
on the cutting edge
of what Mercury
had to offer after
seeing it in demos
and being
impressed.”

Started using Mercury in 2012

Sandy Morgan

Mercer University was one of the first
institutions brought on to Mercury. The
chance to be an Alpha tester meant that
Sandy Morgan had an opportunity to use
a cutting-edge management system for
students.
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“The implementation process was
seamless. I was familiar with the
product and RMS was always right there
when I did need help.”
-Sandy Morgan

GOING PAPERLESS
AT MERCER
Mercer’s priority with Mercury was to go paperless and
become more efficient overall. With easy-to-build
templates, the housing department was able to
streamline processes that once required mass printing,
in-person signing and days of filing paperwork.

1.
2.

The Dean of Students always wanted a form for
students when they checked in so they could
indicate what their interests were in
organizations. This was always a “messy”
process until staff was able to create a form that
lived online after the housing contract was
signed.
In the past students had to log into a different
system to get to the student web. Now Mercer is
able to use Mercury to have students go directly
through the portal with everything at their
fingertips; with lots of positive feedback.

“I think we are going to implement
every update that comes through as
soon as we can and use Mercury to its
fullest capacity.”
-Sandy Morgan

RESULTS WITH
MERCURY
With nearly 90% of items automated and electronic
through Mercury, Mercer University sees substantial
time and paper savings every year.

1.

In creating online forms with Mercury for just
the opening process, Mercer saves
approximately 25,000 sheets of paper each year.

2.

Having templates set up for early arrivals and
extended stay students saves each staff member
weeks of work.

“I polled some students before we
went live with any template to make
sure it was student friendly before it
went out to the general public.”
-Sandy Morgan

For more information on RMS and
Mercury visit:

www.rms-inc.com
Residential Management Systems
RMS brings together a whole new
dimension to housing, conference
and judicial management needs.
Since it was founded in 1994, its
comprehensive software solutions
have combined power, functionality
and ease of use, and these factors
continue to be the guiding
principles in its evolution.

E-mail: sales@rms-inc.com

Phone: 919-845-9004
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Mercury by RMS
This brand new platform will
allow you to deliver revolutionary
customized content to your
students. Custom designed
housing applications, contracts
and electronic signatures, online
payments, student self-assignment,
all new reporting and administrative
tools.
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